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Chronic heart failure (CHF) is a progressive, debilitating disease, resulting in a decline
in the quality of life of the patient and incurring very high social economic costs.1
There is no single clinical trial which is able to diagnose CHF. A physical examination
of the patient by the physician and a medical history presenting symptoms such as
congestion and/or hypoperfusion of the organs are used to make a diagnosis.1 CHF is
defined as the inability of the heart to meet the demands of oxygen from the peripheral
area. It is a multi-aspect complex disease which impacts negatively on all of the body
systems.2 This patient population often has a low quality of life, and the majority of
patients have a short life expectancy, with a strong chance of dying within 5 years from
diagnosis.3 Current data estimate that 5.8 million people in North America are suffering from this disease, and approximately 23 million people worldwide are diagnosed
with a CHF dysfunction. However, considering that the average age of the population
is rising and, thanks to advances in the medical treatment for cardiovascular diseases,
the mortality rate from acute diseases is reducing, the number of patients diagnosed
with CHF is expected to increase in the coming years.4 Fatigue and exercise intolerance
are the most obvious clinical manifestations in patients with CHF. Initially, medical
practice considered these events to occur as the result of a decreasing perfusion to
the musculature and, consequently, the stimulation of metabolic acidosis in the area.5
Research and repeated clinical evaluations have shown that these symptoms progress
regardless of the hemodynamic situation to the musculature, pointing any scientific
investigation toward other possible causes.6 There is a discrepancy between the exercise
intolerance and the values of the frequency of ejection (the value showing the function
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Abstract: Chronic heart failure is a progressive, debilitating disease, resulting in a decline in
the quality of life of the patient and incurring very high social economic costs. Chronic heart
failure is defined as the inability of the heart to meet the demands of oxygen from the peripheral
area. It is a multi-aspect complex disease which impacts negatively on all of the body systems.
Presently, there are no texts in the modern literature that associate the symptoms of exercise
intolerance of the patient with a dysfunction of the fascial system. In the first part of this article,
we will discuss the significance of the disease, its causes, and epidemiology. The second part
will explain the pathological adaptations of the myofascial system. The last section will outline
a possible osteopathic treatment for patients with heart failure in order to encourage research
and improve the general curative approach for the patient.
Keywords: manual therapy, fatigue, chronic heart failure, osteopathic
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of the left ventricle).5 A nonphysiological adaptation of the
muscle appears to be the most important cause for symptoms
of patients with CHF.2
The so-called “muscle hypothesis” is based on the fact
that the peripheral muscles send an altered afferent to the
central nervous system, with a return of pathological efferents
to the cardiovascular system.7 These anomalies seem to be
initially induced by a reduced blood flow to the fibers, with
a neurohormonal overactivation negatively impacting the
entire body system.
It was shown that greater change in the phenotype of
muscle cells from an aerobic metabolism (MHC1) to an
anaerobic metabolism (MHC2a and MHC2b), when correlated to fatigue in these patients, resulted in greater exercise
intolerance.5 Patients with CHF show earlier muscular acidosis and greater phosphocreatine depletion compared with normal controls.6 There is evidence that inflammatory mediators
affect this metabolic change in patients diagnosed with CHF,
although the exact mechanism by which the proinflammatory
cytokines act on the muscle fibers is not clear.
Increased levels of tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) and
interleukin (IL)-1β are seen in patients with CHF. Inflammation aggravates skeletal muscle cell apoptosis and ubiquitindependent proteolysis.6 It has been reported that CHF patients
show resistance to or low levels of insulin-like growth
factors (IGFs), including IGF-1, which are responsible for
low levels of synthesis of growth hormone or GH6. This
decrease of GH was related to decreased muscular volume
and strength in CHF.6 Levels of catabolic hormones, such
as cortisol, catecholamines, and angiotensin II, were significantly increased, whereas the levels of anabolic hormones
(testosterone, dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate [DHEAS])
and IGF-1 were decreased. These disorders were shown to
relate to muscle wasting, anemia, and the clinical severity
and prognosis of CHF patients.6
It is likely that an important responsibility can be
ascribed to oxidative stress, which is recognized as a start
signal that activates the proinflammatory process.6 This
will cause further nonphysiological afferents to be sent,
creating a pathological cycle.7 The generation of reactive
oxygen species and the peroxidation of lipids are also
enhanced in the skeletal muscle in CHF: oxidative stress
might participate in accelerated apoptosis and atrophy of
skeletal muscle fibers.6
Another factor to consider is the intervention of the
sympathetic nervous system, because in CHF patients its
activity is increased when compared to healthy subjects.
Overactivation of the renin–angiotensin system is another
important factor in skeletal muscle abnormality in CHF.6
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When blood demanded during the acute phase is greater
than the supply rate of the heart, this involves mechanisms
which compensate for this to maintain peripheral perfusion
and adequate blood pressure. In this scenario, the sympathetic
system plays an important role in coordinating the renin–
angiotensin–aldosterone system, causing vasoconstriction.
Even though these compensatory mechanisms are initially
beneficial in the acute phase, they become counterproductive if they persist in the long term.8 Inadequate perfusion to
exercising muscle is followed by increased reactive oxygen
species, triggering muscle inflammation, and could contribute
to the skeletal abnormalities in CHF.6
The weakness due to the respiratory muscles is another
key factor responsible for the symptoms of fatigue and
exercise intolerance in patients with CHF. The respiratory
muscles undergo a metabolic change, different from the
muscle groups of the legs. This increases aerobic metabolism and decreases anaerobic metabolism, with a decrease
in contractile respiratory force.9 The reasons for this are not
fully understood.
Additional factors affect the exercise intolerance, such
as undernutrition and poor physical condition. Patients
with CHF sometimes have anorexia and malabsorption for
psychological reasons or because of the gastrointestinal
congestion.6
Physiotherapy that involves active physical activity improves symptoms in this patient population. 9,10
Currently, we do not know if a dysfunction of the fascial
system, mainly composed of fibroblasts, contributes negatively to symptoms of fatigue and exercise intolerance in
patients with CHF. It is not known if manual fascial therapy
and/or osteopathy is able to decrease the fatigue and exercise
intolerance in patients with CHF. The literature, however,
recognizes fascial dysfunction as a cause in many pathological situations.11 The fascial system, if altered, generates
a symptomatology that deteriorates the health condition of
the patient, who very often develops symptoms that are more
significant than the clinical parameters diagnosed through
medical diagnostic devices. Chronic fatigue, for instance, can
be associated with the fascial system, particularly when the
pathological disorder has persisted for several years. A recent
experimental study has shown that common physiological
mechanisms may be involved in the causation of muscle pain
and fatigue; the nociceptive afferent inputs from the fascial
system can modulate the afferent response from the central
nervous system. If the afferent is not physiological, the efferent will be in dysfunction and in pathology.11
In the next section, we will attempt to revise the presence of symptoms in this population of patients with altered
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functions of the fascial system: the rationale is to encourage
research to see if, by combining the usual cardiovascular
physiotherapy approach with a manual therapy, the symptoms
of fatigue and exercise intolerance in patients with CHF can
be improved. We will also propose a possible process of
osteopathic treatment, based on each of the author’s 20 years
of clinical experience. The aim of the proposed osteopathic
techniques is to release the fascial restrictions and alter the
mechanical properties of the fascia in, eg, its density, the
hardness of the tissue, and its viscosity, so that the fascia
may adapt more quickly to the physical stimulus it receives.12
The same objectives are proposed by other non-osteopathic
manual fascial techniques.13

Fatigue and the fascial system
Every body structure is wrapped in connective tissue, fascia,
creating a structural continuity that gives form and function
to every tissue and organ.11 The fascial tissue is equally
distributed throughout the entire body, enveloping, interacting with, and permeating blood vessels, nerves, viscera,
meninges, bones, and muscles, creating various layers at
different depths and forming a tridimensional metabolic and
mechanical matrix. The fascia becomes an organ that can
affect an individual’s health.12
Muscle fatigue is associated with a decline in motor coordination and performance.14 The fascial continuum is essential for transmitting the muscle force and for correct motor
coordination: the fascia is a vital instrument that enables
the individual to communicate and live independently. The
transmission of the force is ensured by the fascial integrity,
which is expressed by the motor activity produced.11
The fibroblasts, the fascia’s foundations, have the ability
to change their vector, reflecting the force of the mechanical vector present, making the transmission of the tension
produced, or managed, more fluid and ergonomic. The
fascial system is rich in proprioceptors, such as the Ruffini
and Pacinian corpuscles, particularly in the areas of transition between the fascia and the articulation and between the
fascia and the contractile tissue in the muscle. The fascial
continuum can be considered to be an organ in the mechanical
sense, influencing daily postural patterns.11 Chronic fatigue
may be associated with a dysfunction of the fascial system,
particularly when the dysfunction persists over long periods.11
Recent studies have shown that the nociceptive afferents from
the fascial system can cause symptoms such as fatigue and
muscle pain: a fascial dysfunction sends nonphysiological
information to the central nervous system, with a pathological return efferent.11 The various layers that make up the
fascial system must slide properly over each other, allowing
Journal of Multidisciplinary Healthcare 2015:8
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the fascia to perform its physiological functions.11 A restriction of the fascia may cause symptoms such as fatigue and
motor incoordination.11,15 Several researchers have reported
benefits when treating the fascial system manually.16–19
A manual approach could improve motor coordination
with a reduction of metabolic expenditure and a decreased
intolerance to exercise, because we know that an alteration
of the fascia alters proprioceptors.11 It may reduce circulating levels of proinflammatory cytokines. We know that an
osteopathic treatment influences the cytokine response, and
dysfunction of the fascial system can be the source of these
substances: the same substances that cause an inflammatory
situation in patients with systemic CHF.6,12,20
The manual fascial treatment could affect the intramuscular pH, the value of which is higher in patients with CHF:
fibroblasts are adept at modulating acid/base parameters.5,11
The accumulation of waste metabolites alter the pH within the
fascia with a more acidic cellular environment. The increase
in acidity will cause a fascial dysfunction, reducing slippage
of the various layers that constitute the fascial continuum.11
It is known that an increase of the contractile cell temperature negatively affects performance, stimulating damage
to the integrity of the muscle fiber.21–24 The same accumulation of metabolites in the extracellular matrix can affect the
temperature values.25 In patients with CHF, there is a catabolic picture, which leads to loss of muscle tissue, resulting
in fatigue and intolerance to exercise.2,5 The likely benefits
that would lead to manual fascial treatment in patients with
CHF are related to the function of the fascial system itself.
Fibroblasts are capable of modulating the temperature of the
extracellular matrix, allowing the removal of waste metabolites and favoring the production of hyaluronic acid, which,
by assisting the correct sliding of the various fascial layers,
acts as a lubricant and prevents nonphysiological friction and
also keeps the temperature under control.12
The fibroblasts directly affect contractile tissue repair.
They secrete different soluble substances, such as IGFs,
fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), hepatocyte growth factor
(HGF), ILs, and nitric oxide (NO), as a response to mechanical information undergone by the muscles; they control the
differentiation of the myoblasts or precursor muscle cells,
orientating their epigenetic response.12
The fascial system affects circa the 2% of a maximal voluntary contraction and circa the 1% of muscular tone in a state of
rest; the muscular tone is the mechanical tension or muscular
strength.26 This tone is sufficient to handle and properly distribute the bodily oscillations provided by the variation in the respiration and heart rate, to maintain an adequate postural pattern.26
In patients with CHF, the lack of coordination and a difficulty
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in walking are highlighted and are probably as a result of alterations of the myofascial system, altering the postural patterns
and implementing the way energy is expended.27
We can hypothesize that by improving the function of
the fascial system through manual treatment, the patient’s
posture will also improve.

Hypothesis of osteopathic
treatment
The fascial osteopathic technique is the application of a
low-load, long-duration stretch into the myofascial complex,
intended to restore the optimal length of this complex.12 The
length of treatment duration is subjective, and is in direct
response to the tissue of each individual patient, including the
number of sessions. Treatment ends when the tissue treated
is soft and without restrictions when treated manually.
The practice of the proposed treatment involves fascial
osteopathic techniques, applied to the respiratory diaphragm,
the pelvic floor or pelvic diaphragm, and the buccal floor or
buccal diaphragm.
When you breathe in, the tongue or buccal diaphragm
undergoes electrical activity that precedes the lowering of
the respiratory diaphragm and pelvic floor or pelvic diaphragm.28 There is a close central and peripheral neurological
relationship between the three diaphragms. There is also a
link between the fascial continuity of the three diaphragms
capable of reciprocally influencing each other’s function.28
We can strongly hypothesize that by manipulating these
three structures, with the ultimate aim of improving their
function, the effect on the body as a whole will be positive.29
In patients with CHF, the diaphragm is weak, with tense and
nonphysiological positioning.9,30 Some authors report patients

Figure 1 Treatment of the diaphragm.
Notes: Place the thumbs and the whole tenar side under the diaphragm, in
anterolateral position. The purpose is to search for a tensional balance between the
right and left hemicupula.
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Figure 2 Treatment of the pelvic floor.
Notes: With the patient supine, place one hand under the sacral bone and the
other on the pubis, with fingers turned upward, toward the face. When the patient
inhales, carefully help the sacral bone rise, while at the same time helping the pubic
bone to descend. During exhalation, perform the process in reverse order, until the
previous tensions disappear.

with CHF having problems swallowing.31 The literature shows
that over 50% of patients with CHF suffer from problems
related to urinary incontinence, which is often related to
muscle disorders in the pelvic floor.32,33
One of the fundamental concepts of fascial osteopathy is
the biotensegrity. The biotensegrity is based on the presence
of discontinuous compression elements (bones) that balance
the stress generated or received by continuous tension elements (muscle and fascia).34 This means that rebalancing the
overall tensional balance so as to improve the function of the
fascial system, affects the whole body system positively.34
Working on these interconnected parts of the body in terms
of fascial and neurological links; it is possible hypothetically
to create an improvement in the patient’s symptoms, due to
the improvements of the fascial system. Evidence-based
medicine is based not only on scientific research highlighted

Figure 3 Treatment of the floor of the mouth.
Note: Place the fingertips in a medial position to the jawline and apply uniform
pressure on both sides to balance the existing muscular tensions.
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in articles, but also on the patient’s experience of treatment
and the clinical experience of the operator.35
The process starts by treating the respiratory diaphragm
(Figure 1), continuing with the pelvic floor (Figure 2), and
ending with the floor of the mouth (Figure 3).

Conclusion
CHF is a progressive and debilitating disease that results in
a decline in the quality of life of the patient, incurring very
high social economic costs. A significant skeletal muscular
pathology seems to constitute the main underlying mechanism for exercise intolerance.
The modern literature offers no texts associated with the
symptoms of exercise intolerance of the patients having a dysfunction of the fascial system. We know that the fascial system may be one of the causes of different local and systemic
symptoms when there is a fascial dysfunction, and we know
that a manual and osteopathic treatment is able to bring benefit
to the function of the fascia. This article has discussed the
possibility of a fascial osteopathic approach in patients with
CHF, with the aim of improving the symptoms of fatigue. We
await further research to see if patients with CHF will derive
greater symptomatological benefits by combining the usual
physiotherapy approach with a manual fascial therapy.
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